
CraveBooks Launches List Builder Giveaways
with Exciting Prizes for Readers

CraveBooks introduces innovative List

Builder Giveaways to help authors

expand their readership and offer

readers a chance to win amazing prizes.

DENVER, COLORADO, UNITED STATES, June 25, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- CraveBooks, a leading

digital platform for book lovers and authors, is excited to announce its innovative List Builder

Giveaways. These giveaways are designed to provide authors with a powerful tool to expand

their readership and email lists, while offering readers the chance to win amazing prizes,

including a Kindle Fire 7 Tablet and a collection of books. 

Empowering Authors: 

CraveBooks' List Builder Giveaways enable authors to purchase promotional slots within their

specific genres, allowing them to effectively grow their email lists and engage with their audience

directly. Building an email list is an essential strategy for authors aiming to boost engagement,

drive conversions, and increase book sales. With CraveBooks, authors can leverage their email

lists to achieve bestseller status and maintain a direct line of communication with their readers.

Why Build Your List Today: 

Direct Reader Communication: Establish a direct and personal connection with your readers. 

Enhanced Engagement: Foster a loyal reader base with higher engagement rates. 

Increased Sales: Utilize targeted email marketing to drive book sales and conversions. 

Impressive Results: 

CraveBooks has a proven track record of delivering substantial growth for participating authors.

Recent giveaways have generated hundreds of new subscribers for authors, with standout

genres like Mystery and Western fiction seeing particularly high engagement. For example, the

Western List Building Giveaway garnered over 800 new subscribers, demonstrating the

effectiveness of these campaigns. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://cravebooks.com/
https://cravebooks.com/author-services/list-builder
https://cravebooks.com/author-services/list-builder
https://cravebooks.com/giveaway


Author Testimonials: 

Jen Dodrill: "Participating in the Mystery List Building Giveaway was a fantastic experience. I

received more newsletter subscribers than ever before!" 

Rhiannon Hargadon: "The list builder gave me over 700 new subscribers! It was super

awesome!" 

Victoria Jeffrey: "The Science Fiction eBook and Giveaway was an invaluable tool for building my

email list and establishing a good relationship with readers. It's perfect for any author looking to

gain traction." 

Exciting Opportunities for Readers: 

Readers who participate in the giveaways have the chance to win fantastic prizes. Current

giveaways offer: 

First Prize: A Kindle Fire 7 Tablet plus a collection of books 

Second Prize: A collection of books 

Third Prize: A collection of books 

CraveBooks continuously runs new giveaways, ensuring ongoing opportunities for both authors

and readers to benefit from these exciting promotions. 

About CraveBooks: 

CraveBooks is a premier digital platform designed to connect book enthusiasts with their

favorite authors and stories. With a wide range of features and tools, CraveBooks supports both

readers and authors, fostering a vibrant community of book lovers. 

Authors, don’t miss this opportunity to grow your email list and connect with your audience.

Readers, join now for a chance to win amazing prizes. Visit us for more details and to participate

in the latest giveaways.
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